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Abstract
A Tethered Coulomb Structure (TCS) consists of discrete spacecraft components be-

ing joined through a 3D network of physical tethers. The individual components are
electrostatically charged to produce repulsive forces between the units. These Coulomb
forces assure that the tethers are in tension at all times, and thus maintain a desired large
but lightweight spacecraft structure. Coulomb forces are a very recent and novel method
of performing relative spacecraft motion control. The spacecraft charge is regulated by
emitting electrons or ions, and results in an essentially propellantless force generation
method suitable for long-duration missions. The TCS is a new hybrid concept which
exploits Coulomb forces to create an inflationary force across the cluster, while the phys-
ical tethers control the final spacecraft separation distances. The Coulomb force fields
must be large enough to compensate for differential gravitational accelerations and or-
bital perturbations. A study of expected charge and performance levels is presented. To
deploy a TCS, the tethered physical components are first released, and then the Coulomb
force fields are engaged to maintain tension. By carefully increasing the tether lengths
the TCS size and shape is controlled over time. The TCS concept is discussed. A tether
length control concept to stabilize in-plane orientation is discussed using a simple 3D
TCS concept.

Introduction
Large space structures on the order of hundreds of meters have remained an

active area of research over the last two decades. The benefit of such structures
is that large sensor baselines are achieved providing increased accuracy. This has
also led to the more recent research on using free-flying spacecraft formations
to achieve the required sensor baselines of multiple kilometers. However, forma-
tion flying requires active propulsion methods to maintain a desired cluster shape,
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Figure 1. Tethered Coulomb structure illustration where Coulomb force
fields provide tensile forces across the light weight tether structure.

which poses considerable control and relative motion sensing challenges. In ad-
dition, the fuel usage limits the mission life time. Only very simple free-flying
spacecraft formations have been demonstrated in space to date.1, 2

A spacecraft structure requires no fuel to maintain its shape, and thus will have
very long mission times in comparison to spacecraft formations. However, de-
veloping a light-weight space structure concept hundreds of meters in size is a
very daunting task. In particular, such light-weight structures are prone to con-
siderable flexing,3, 4 while the on-orbit assembly challenges provide considerable
limitations.5 The proposed Tethered Coulomb Structure (TCS) concept is illus-
trated in Figure 1. The TCS is a hybrid blend of formation flying and large
structure concepts where discrete charged spacecraft components are joined to-
gether through thin tethers whose tension is guaranteed through the repulsive
Coulomb forces. Because of the small micro- to milli-Newton levels of tension
forces required very thin and light weight tethers are envisioned to limit the rela-
tive motion of TCS nodes. Instead of strong conventional kilometer long tethers
a spider-web like network of thin threads dozens of meters in length and inexten-
sible are used in this study. Tether spacecraft systems typically only consider a
simple two-craft system with a single tether.6 To maintain tension in the tether
the cluster is either spinning,7, 8, 9 or using differential gravity or atmospheric drag
forces. In particular, Reference 8 discusses a novel 3D tethered structure concept.
However, tether tension is maintained in a careful balance of the centripetal and
gravity gradient forces.

King et al. in Reference 10 envision a free-flying virtual Coulomb structure
20–30 meters in size, which from Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) would pro-
vide meter level resolution, hemisphere-wide coverage, and infinite dwell time.
At GEO the craft will interact with the local space plasma environment and nat-
urally charge up. By actively emitting positive or negative charge, the on-going
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Coulomb thrusting research is investigating how the attractive and repulsive inter-
spacecraft forces can be used to control free-flying clusters. This new relative
motion control concept can produce small micro- to milli-Newton control forces
with Isp propellant efficiencies up to 1010 seconds, and requires only Watt levels
of electrical power. The specific impulse, Isp, is a performance variable that can
be used to compare spacecraft propulsion options, as it quantifies the impulse
generated per unit mass of propellant.11 The calculation of Isp for a Coulomb
system is unique as it is calculated here for a two spacecraft system because the
force is only generated if more than 1 charged craft are present.

This free-flying spacecraft concept remains an active area of research where
the challenging nonlinear and strongly coupled relative orbits must be controlled
with limited spacecraft charges. Analytical charged relative equilibria config-
urations are discussed for 2–4 craft in References 12, 13, 14, while numerical
searches have demonstrated charged equilibria with as many as 9 craft.12 Feed-
back stabilized virtual Coulomb structures solutions have only been developed
for simple 2 craft configurations in orbit,15, 16, 17, 18 and for circularly spinning 3
craft systems in deep space.19 The non-affine nature of the charge actuation, as
well as the strongly coupled nonlinear equations of motion, makes this a particu-
larly interesting control research problem.

In contrast to the complex guidance and control requirements of a free-flying
Coulomb structure, the TCS concept maintains the desired relative positions
through the use of both tethers and Coulomb force fields. The physical teth-
ers enforce the desired component separation distances, which results in the TCS
having the desired shape. This provides a tremendous guidance and navigation
simplification compared to a free-flying sensor cluster concept, charged or un-
charged. The repulsive Coulomb force fields provide the required tether tension
which makes the overall structure act similar to a rigid body. The TCS is similar
in concept to the inflatable space structures where a gas provides the required
internal pressure for the outer structure to assume a desired shape.20, 21, 22 The re-
pulsive Coulomb forces result in essentially an inflationary force which provides
the tether network with the essential expansion force.

The paper is organized as follows. The TCS concept is laid out discussing how
active charge control can provide the required tether tension. The results of a
simple study are presented comparing this tension maintenance method to other
thruster technologies. The benefits and challenges of the TCS are discussed in-
cluding how tether length control can be used to deploy the structure, reconfigure
its shape and size to meet changing mission requirements, as well as couple with
the gravity gradient to influence the orientation. A simple linear tether length
control strategy is developed to illustrate how the gravity gradient could be used
to stabilize in-plane motion if the structure has a controlled time varying shape.
Numerical simulations illustrate the resulting performance.

Coulomb Thrusting Overview
In space the craft is subjected to the free-flying electrons and ions of the plasma

environment. This causes the craft to charge up depending on the plasma temper-
ature, density, and the craft material properties. If operating in sun lit scenario,
photons hitting the craft will release electrons from the craft causes an outward
photoelectron current as shown in Figure 2. Without charge control the GEO
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Figure 2. Charge Balance Illustration of a Spacecraft Subjected to a Plasma
Environment with Solar Radiation and Active Charge Control.

plasma environment will cause the spacecraft potential to vary uncontrolled be-
tween positive (sun-lit) and negative (shaded) values. The active charge control
is implemented to offset this natural equilibrium to the desired charge levels.
Compared to the free-flying Coulomb control concepts, the TCS concept does
not require precise charge control. For example, the currently flying CLUSTER
mission of 4 spacecraft is employing active charge control to zero their poten-
tial with respect to the local space plasma environment.23, 24, 25 Here Volt-level
precise charge regulation is required to not bias the charged particles sensors.
The Coulomb force fields of the TCS concept must simply be strong enough to
overcome any differential gravitational or perturbation forces trying to deform
the TCS. This greatly simplifies the charge control challenges compared to the
untethered Coulomb formation flying concepts. To achieve regulated spacecraft
charges and repulse all TCS components, certain structure modules will continu-
ously eject either electrons or ions. By making the tethers conducting, the other
spacecraft modules will also be charged without necessarily requiring charge
control mechanisms. This could reduce the overall weight and control complex-
ity of the TCS concept compared to tetherless Coulomb force structures.For the
GEO mission scenarios considered the electrodynamic (Lorentz) tether forces
are several orders of magnitudes smaller than the Coulomb forces. This is due to
the GEO spacecraft having essentially zero relative velocity to the already weak
Earth’s magnetic field.15 Further, the tethers considered are very short and won’t
operate as electrodynamic tethers.

The space plasma environment contains free-flying charged particles which
partially shield the spacecraft’s electrostatic forces from each other. The strength
of this shielding is determined through the Debye length λd, which is added as an
exponential decay to the standard vacuum electrostatic force calculation.26 The
force F12 experienced between 2 bodies with charges q1 and q2 is given by

|F12| = kc
q1q2
r212

e−r12/λd (1)
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where kc = 8.99 × 109 C−2Nm2 is the Coulomb constant, and r12 is the sepa-
ration distance. At GEO and HEO the plasma is hot and sparse enough to yield
Debye lengths ranging from 100-1000 meters. This allows Coulomb forces to be
effective for inter-spacecraft separation distances up to about 100 meters. How-
ever, at Low Earth Orbits (LEO) the plasma Debye length are of the order of
centimeter to decimeters,10, 27 making the Coulomb thrusting concept unfeasible
at LEO. However, developing large space structures at GEO or deep space is par-
ticularly expensive due to the high costs of launching such a structure to a high
altitude. Any saving in overall weight yield substantial cost savings.

To maintain a specified charge level with respect to the plasma, the natural
current flux to the craft must be offset with active charge emission. Because
the TCS nodal separation distances are relative small on the order of dozens of
meters, all nodes experience a similar space environment and a similar charge
flux to the node. The actual charge accumulated depends on the dimension and
surface of the body considered. The larger the craft, the more net charge it will
aquire.10 The net Coulomb force between two bodies is dependent on the charge
product as shown in Eq. (1). For a simple spherical shape of radius ρi the charge
qi results in the potential Vi:

Vi = kc
qi
ρi

(2)

The larger the potential Vi is that a node can acquire, the larger the Coulomb
force and the associate internal pressure force will be. Very large potentials form
a technical challenge in that small charge deviations can lead to discharge and
arcing. To reduce the potential the node radii ρi should be increased. However,
this increased surface area will require higher charge emission efforts to combat
the increased net charge flow to the craft from the plasma environment. This
manifests itself in increased Coulomb thrusting power requirements. Let Ie be
the net current flowing into the craft due to the space environment. The power
required to maintain a particular potential Vi is given by10

Pi = ViIe (3)

To implement the nodal charge control a balance must be achieved in technically
achievable node potentials and power requirements.

To reduce the overall TCS complexity it is feasible to only have select nodes
contain active charge emission devices. The potential is then shared using con-
ducting tethers connected to other nodes. While this reduces the overall mechan-
ical complexity of the TCS concept, note that this potential sharing strategy does
not reduce the overall power requirement. This is determined through the node
dimensions and their exposure to the space environment. If each node contains
its charge emission control hardware, the power requirements of each unit are
reduced because each node by itself receives a lower net current Ie from the en-
vironment. The benefits of such a strategy include a highly redundant charge
control scenario, and the capability to control slight charge variations across the
TCS structure.

With ion thrusters such as Field Emission Electric Propulsion (FEEP)28 or
Colloid thrusters29 the inertial thrust is produced by the momentum exchange of
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the expelled ions. This process naturally charges up the spacecraft which is why
electrons are also emitted to balance the net current flow from the craft. The
CLUSTER mission uses active charge control by using a liquid metal ion source
which is essentially a FEEP thruster with a low throttle setting to emit the charge
and zero the spacecraft potential with respect to the plasma environment.30 The
proposed TCS charge control process is very similar to these FEEP thrusters. In
fact, Makella and King discuss in Reference 31 an important improvement on the
FEEP thruster where the sharp ion emitting tip is self-repairing and it is possible
to easily switch the thruster from emiting ions or electrons. Thus, such a dual-
mode device could be used to perform charge control during nominal operations,
and be reset to provide small micro- to milli-Newton levels of inertial thrust to
perform TCS attitude or continuous station keeping maneuvers.

TCS Concept Overview
This section discusses the TCS concept and presents the novel features and

challenges of such a structure. The aim is not to present final solutions to all
these ideas. The goal of this paper is to present TCS as a viable concept and
illustrate how these features could enable new classes of space structures.

Large Light-Weight Structures

The TCS concept envisions a general three-dimensional structure being com-
posed of a discrete set of N nodes connected through a network of tether cables
as illustrated in Figure 3(a). Using either a sub-set of nodes, or by having each
node contain active charge emission hardware, repulsive Coulomb force fields
are generated to ensure that the tethers remain under tension at all times. Be-
cause the Coulomb force strength drops nonlinearly with the separation distance
as shown in Eq. (1), the nodal separation distances are kept to 10-100 meters
range to avoid excessive node potential requirements. However, large kilometer
size structure are still feasible. In this case additional nodes must be included to
breech the large dimension and provide sufficient structural control points.

While conventional tethered systems require a nadir alignment or a spinning
system to maintain tension, the TCS allows for general three-dimensional teth-
ered space structures to be envisioned. The complex guidance, control and rela-
tive motion sensing issues of a free-flying virtual structure are avoided by allow-
ing the tethers to limit the relative motion of the nodes.

Two types of TCSs are envisioned. First Figure 3(a) illustrates a structure
where the shape is uniquely defined through the various tether lengths Li. The
repulsive Coulomb forces ensure that the tethers are under tension at all times.
Because the nodal separation distance are relatively small (dozens of meters)
compared to conventional tether concepts (multiple-kilometers), the tether seg-
ments of the TCS will be relatively stiff. The second TCS type has nodal elements
whose positions are note uniquely determined through the tether lengths. Fig-
ure 3(b) illustrates a TCS where one primary node has several sub-nodes which
are only tethered to this primary node and not to each other. As a result of the mu-
tual repulsive forces the free sub-node will move to a natural equilibrium where
these repulsive forces mutually cancel each other. This setup would enable the
sub-nodes park next to the primary nodes without strict relative position require-
ments.
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Because the Coulomb forces are internal forces of the TCS, they cannot be
used to change the inertial angular momentum of the structure. Certain nodes will
require conventional thrusters to apply small ∆v’s to perform orbit corrections.
Note that these orbit corrections must be subtle such as not to overpower the
Coulomb forces and cause the TCS to collapse. Using these thrusters external
torques could also be applied to achieve orientational control as illustrated in
Figure 3(a).

Structure Deployment

Deploying large space structures poses a particular challenge. The structures
are too large to be launched with existing launch vehicles in one piece, human
orbit-assembly is very expensive, while autonomous or tele-operated robotic as-
sembly system would also pose additional material that needs to be launched
into space. As a result inflatable space structures have been investigated.20 In
particular, on STS 77 the inflatable antenna flight experiment was performed.32

Here a 14 meter diameter parabolic reflector structure was assembled in orbit by
having a gas provide the required internal pressure for the initially compact struc-
ture to unfold. However, unless rigidified, such structures are subject to micro-
meteorite damage which could cause severe pressure loss. Another approach to
achieve larger sensor baselines is to use a Tethered Satellite System (TSS). Here
a lightweight cable connects 2 or more nodes and maintains a fixed separation
distance. Because the tether can only support tension force, such systems must
be released in a particular manner. One option is to have the system be spin-
ning such as the successful Tether Physics and Survivability Satellite Experiment
(TiPS). With an initial 4 rpm spin rate, a 37.6 and 10.4 kilogram body achieved
a 4 kilometer tether deployment in 42 minutes.∗ Another option is to deploy the
TSS using a stable relative equilibrium configuration such as a orbit nadir aligned
tether. Here the differential gravity provides the required tension. However, such
deployments are challenging because the differential gravity force is zero initial
and only grows with increasing separation distances. For a two craft, massless
tether system the differential radial gravitational force magnitude linearizes to

δFr ≈ m
3µ
r3c
L (4)

where rc is the chief orbit radius, µ is the gravitational constant, m is the node
mass, and L is the tether length.

With the TCS concept the Coulomb forces provide a repulsive force in Eq. (1)
from the very beginning even when the separation distance is very small. This
greatly simplifies the initial tether deployment compared to conventional TSS
concepts. Further, note that tension can be maintained in arbitrary directions if
the Coulomb force is large enough to overcome the differential gravity. Consider
a TCS consisting of two 100 kg nodes each charged to qi = 1µC. For a 1 meter
diameter sphere this charge corresponds to 18kV potential. The Debye length
λd for GEO is set to 200 meters. For an orbit radial (nadir) TCS deployment
the resulting tether tension T > 0 is approximated assuming small separation

∗see http://projects.nrl.navy.mil/tips/techspecs.html

http://projects.nrl.navy.mil/tips/techspecs.html
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distances by

Tnadir = kc
q1q2
L2

e−L/λd +m
3µ
r3c
L (5)

Figure 5(a) compares the tether tension to the Coulomb and gravity gradient force
magnitudes. Note that the gravity gradient assists the Coulomb force in maintain-
ing tensions as the tether length L increases. However, the Coulomb force pro-
vides significant repulsion at very small initial tether lengths. For an along-track
deployment there is no gravity gradient force to first order. Here the tether ten-
sion is simply equal to the Coulomb repulsion. For a two craft TCS undergoing
an orbit normal deployment the the gravity gradient force yields a compressive
δFh component.

δFh ≈ −m
µ

r3c
L (6)

The tether tension is then approximated by

Tnormal = kc
q1q2
L2

e−L/λd −m µ

r3c
L (7)

The forces are compared in Figure 5(b). Note that for tether lengths less than
24 meters the repulsive Coulomb force is sufficient to maintain positive tension.
Beyond such orbit normal separation distances this setup requires increased TCS
node potentials. Further, please note that these values are only for a very simple
2-craft TCS setup. For more complex three-dimensional TCS configuration with
multiple craft the repulsion will be generated through the addition of multiple
Coulomb forces.

Note that the required tether tension forces are very small for a GEO TCS
concept, and a thin cable would suffice to carry this load. If a cable is used which
can rigidize in the space environment (radiation harden), then the Coulomb forces
would only be required during the initial inflationary phase of the TCS. Once the
networked tether structure assumes the desired shape and the solid tethers can
carry small loads of compression, then the charge control would no longer be
required.

Reconfigurable Shape

A considerable advantage of the TCS concept compared to other light weight
space structures such as the self-inflating space structures is that the TCS shape
and size can easily be controlled through time varying tether lengths. No com-
plex mechanical expanding or spherical joints are required to morph a particular
structure into another shape. During a shape reconfiguration the charge control
must be adjusted to ensure that sufficient cable tension is present. Otherwise the
shape is changed using simple kinematic control strategies which determine the
required tether length time histories.

Being able to easily modify the shape in a fuel and power efficient strategy
opens up new methods for the structure to control the pointing and orientation.
For example, a shape could change its aspect ratio to take advantage of a gravity
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gradient torque and spin up a formation. Once a particular spin is achieved, the
shape could return to a spherical shape to maintain this spin. Or, the shape could
be specifically varied to gravity gradient stabilize the orientation of the structure
with respect to the orbit nadir axis. Beyond using the gravity gradient to control
the orientation, the TCS will require small thrusters which can produce external
torques on the structure to reorient it. The FEEP thrusters proposed by Makela
and King in Reference 31 are ideal candidates for this task. These devices could
be used to both control the spacecraft charge using a low-throttle setting, and
through a change in thruster setting be changed to also provide small amounts of
inertial thrust.

Because the tether lengths of the TCS concept are rather short, on the order of
dozens of meters, they will be relatively inextensible compared to conventional
TSS tethers. However, some amount of tether flexing is expected and will re-
sult in some small pulsing and flexing of the TCS system. If TCS nodes have
individual charge control capabilities, then it is possible to generate small dif-
ferential charge levels across the structure. These differential forces could be
exploited to control the tether flexing and damping such structural modes to zero.
This would require more precise charge control capabilities than a simple tether
tension maintaining charge control strategy. However, because the goal is to
damp structural flexing and remove the associate energy, simple robust Lyapunov
optimal damping control methods could be employed to arrest such structural
modes.33 Future work will also include a study of potential tether materials and
their consequent elasticity and wrinkling.

TCS Comparison to Alternate Systems
The TCS concept expected operating regimes are illustrated in Figure 6 as

region I. To avoid excessive node electrostatic potentials or voltages, the TCS
components are expected to be less than 100 meters apart. Typical envisioned
nodal separation distances are on the order of 10-30 meters. Note that kilometer
size structures are still envisioned using a network of charged nodes to maintain
tether tension throughout the 3D structure. Further, the TCS concept scales easily
to having large numbers of sensor nodes due to the relative simplicity of the re-
quired charge control system and lack of precise relative motion sensing require-
ments. Significant charging, and thus electrostatic repulsion, occurs naturally
for HEO and GEO spacecraft. The TCS concept exploits this natural perturba-
tion and strengthens it as needed to maintain sufficient tether tension through the
structure. However, at Low Earth Orbits (LEO) the space plasma environment
effectively shields the Coulomb forces,10, 27 making TCS impractical.

An alternate approach to creating a multitude of sensors positioned precisely
relative to each other is to use a free-flying spacecraft formation (region II in
Figure 6). Here each craft senses the motion of other craft in the cluster and
uses inertial thrusters to control their relative motions. However, thruster plume
impingement issues limit such general proximity control to larger separation dis-
tances. The ion-engine exhaust is often quite caustic on craft sensors and compo-
nents. A significant limitation is the difficulty of scaling this concept for a large
number of sensor nodes. Currently flying kilometer-size or less formation flying
missions often involve two,1, 2 rarely more such as the CLUSTER’s mission with
four craft.23 The relative motion sensing and control challenge becomes very sig-
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nificant as the number of nodes is increased to the 100s or 1000s such as required
for distributed space solar power(SSP)34 beaming concepts.

A hybrid tether connected structure concept could use fuel efficient micro-
thrusters to provide the required tether tension (see region III in Figure 6). This
Thrusted Tethered Structure (TTS) concept eliminates the considerable relative
motion sensing and control issues of a large cluster of free-flying craft. Tension
is maintained even over large distances without requiring spinning or particular
orbit equilibrium configurations. However, due to the use of inertial thrusters the
separation distances between the nodes must be large to avoid the caustic exhaust
plume damaging nearby craft. Further, sufficient fuel and power capabilities must
be provided to each tethered structure node. In comparison, the TCS concept only
requires certain nodes to be able to create the charge which is then distributed
across the conducting tethers. Finally, the nodal thrusting control strategy for a
TTS must be carefully balanced such that the net force and torque on the structure
is zero. Otherwise, the TTS will experience an orbital or attitude drift. In contrast,
the TCS concept produces only cluster internal forces which are guaranteed to not
provide a net external force across the structure. The primary benefit of the TTS
concept is that it would function in LEO and allow large inter-node separation
distances.

Table 1. Per node one year requirements comparison of the Coulomb and
Micro Thruster concepts.

Coulomb (Ion/e−) FEEP Colloid MicroPPT

Close range exhaust impinge-
ment issues

no yes yes yes

Complex guidance and control
requirements

no yes yes yes

Long tether length capability no yes yes yes
Operational altitudes HEO LEO-HEO LEO-HEO LEO-HEO
1 year fuel mass (grams) 0.01 / 0.00 2.12 21.23 42.46
Electrical Power (Watt) 0.40 / 0.67 0.40 0.05 0.32
Isp (s) 2.1·106/∞ 104 103 500

To compare the expected performance of TCS and TSS concepts, consider two
1 meter diameter spherical spacecraft separated by 25 meters along the orbit nor-
mal direction and connected with a ultra fine tether. Note that a conventional
tether structure could not establish such a formation because it cannot withstand
a compressive force. Assuming 50 kg craft, the differential gravity requires the
Coulomb force to provide at least 6.6 µN of continuous thrust to maintain a pos-
itive tether tension. This corresponds to a craft charge of 0.72 µC, or a 12.96 kV
potential if the craft has a 1 meter diameter. To maintain this force each unit re-
quires only 0.4 Watts of power, while only 0.01 grams of fuel would be required
over a year assuming hydrogen ion emission. If renewable electrons are rejected
to cause electrostatic repulsion, then the fuel consumed is zero. Table 1 provides
a comparison to using FEEP, Colloid and MicroPPT thruster to achieve this ten-
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sion. The values in this table are per craft. Note that all these thruster concepts
would cause plume impingement issues operating this close to each other. The
inert and fuel propulsion mass budget estimated for a 10 node TCS are illustrated
in Figure 7.

Non-thrusted tether structures have been investigated extensively over the years.
Here the tether tension is maintained either through spinning the structure, or ex-
ploiting stable orbital equilibrium configurations.35, 36, 37, 38 However, these tether
structure concepts are limited to either one-dimensional shapes in orbital equi-
libriums, or two-dimensional shapes which are spinning. The proposed TCS
concept is able to generate much more general one-, two- or three-dimensional
shapes not feasible with conventional tether structures. For example, the Coulomb
force is able to ensure tether tension for the unstable orbital normal equilibrium
configuration of two tethered craft.

Numerical Simulation and Control Study
The TCS concept is demonstrated using a simple mission scenario showing

in-plane attitude control. Modeled here is a geostationary TCS that is capable
of reconfiguring its shape by adjusting its tether lengths. The intent of the con-
trol methodology is to stabilize the orientation of the TCS by varying its tethers
and still achieve a steady-state nominal shape. Reference 16 demonstrated the
stabilization of a two craft free-flying system by controlling the separation dis-
tance with Coulomb charge. In a similar manner this feedback control technique
utilizes a shape reconfiguration that manipulates the mass moment of inertia to
control orientation. However, whereas Reference 16 uses the spacecraft charge
as the control variable, the TCS uses the tether length rate as the control with
the charge only being employed to ensure tension. As an example TCS scenario
the 6 node tether system is modeled as shown in Figure 8. The TCS nodes are
equipped with tether reel mechanisms allowing variation in length along the ra-
dial direction. For this study it is assumed the tethers distances remain short and
are modeled as a rigid member capable of withstanding tensile forces only with-
out any flex or extension. It is shown in Reference 15 that the largest disturbance
torque acting on the TCS at GEO is differential solar drag. The differential solar
disturbance torque is orders of magnitude less than the gravity gradient control
torque due to the assumption that the TCS is only dozens of meters in size and
the nodes are all equivalent dimension. This disturbance torque along with any
others has not been included in this concept simulation study, however will be
featured in future work.

TCS Parameters

The spacecraft control simulation is conducted in a geostationary orbit with
parameters defined in Table 2. This orbit allows the simulation to be performed
under the effective influence of Earth’s gravity and in an environment where the
Debye length is still large enough to allow Coulomb interaction between nodes.
Modeled here is a symmetric TCS comprised of 6 equal mass nodes with tether
connections shown in Figure 8(a). This simple configuration is selected as it
offers a desired gravity gradient stabilized inertia distribution. The simulation
allows rapid development of any nodal number and configured TCS in future
work. Also shown in Figure 8(a) is the orbital frame axes O : [ôθ ôh ôr] which
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regardless of attitude and reconfigured length is always located at the center of
mass (CM) of this TCS. The 3-2-1 Euler angle sequence yaw (ψ), pitch (θ),
and roll (φ) is used to describe the orientation of the TCS body-fixed frame B :
[b̂1 b̂2 b̂3] relative to the orbit frame O.

Table 2. GEO and spacecraft parameters.

Simulation Parameter Variable Value

GEO Radius (km) Rc 42164
Circular Angular Rate (rad/s) Ω 7.2195 ×10−5

Debye length (m) λd 200
Node mass (kg) mi 100
Node separation from CM along b̂1 (m) l1 5
Node separation from CM along b̂2 (m) l2 2.5
Reference node separation from CM along b̂3 (m) Lr 20

With this node/tether configuration and its alignment with the Earth’s radial
axis, the TCS, if held rigid, is in a orbit configuration that is marginally stabilized
by the Earth’s gravity gradient torque on each node if treated as a rigid structure.
This is maintained provided the principal TCS moments of inertia uphold the
following criteria: I22 > I11 > I33.39 If an axi-symmetric configuration with
I22 = I11 is considered then the gravity gradient torque will still cause marginally
stable pitch and roll motions, however the yaw is no longer linearly controlled by
the gravity gradient torque. The corresponding moment of inertia for this TCS
expressed in the body frame is

B[I] = 2mi diag
(
2l22 + L2, 2l21 + L2, 2l21 + 2l22

)
(8)

Throughout the simulation the inertia matrix B[I] is defined in body frame com-
ponents and the notation is simplified to [I]. The tether force acting between
nodes i and j is Tij . The tethers between the internal nodes (3,4,5, and 6) have
a fixed length. As shown in Figure 8(b) the TCS is capable of reconfiguration
by manipulating the tether lengths to nodes 1 and 2 (T1j and T2j). Nodes 1 and
2 can move along the b̂3 axis changing the dimension, L, from the CM. By us-
ing this dimensional manipulation as a control parameter the inertia matrix is
time-varying and is expressed in body frame components as

Bd
dt

([I]) = 4mi diag(L̇, LL̇, 0) (9)

Figure 8(b) also shows the natural (un-charged) tether internal forces when the
TCS is in an equilibrium configuration with B = O. In this configuration nodes
1 and 2 are accelerated outward from the CM due to the gravity gradient torque
and orbital motion. This acceleration induces tension on the connecting teth-
ers. Consequently, the four central nodes accelerate toward the CM and their
connecting tethers experience a compressive force. By implementing an equal-
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polarity charge on all nodes the repulsive Coulomb force can be used to overcome
this natural configuration and ensure all tethers experience tension, maintaining
a near-rigid structure.

Linear Control Development

By treating the TCS as a continuous body the rotational equations of motion
under the influence of Earth’s gravity can be obtained from Euler’s equation

Ḣ =
Bd
dt

([I]) ω + [I]
Bd
dt

(ω) + [ω̃] [I]ω = Lg (10)

where the angular rate of the body frame relative to the inertial frame N :
[n̂x n̂y n̂z] is defined by ω = ωB/N and the tilde matrix notation [ω̃] x ≡ ω×x
is used. The linearized gravity gradient torque vector Lg developed in Refer-
ence 39 is used here. The torque vector components are converted from orbit
to body frame components with a 3-2-1 Euler angle direction cosine matrix and
simplified to the form

Lg =
3Ω2

2

B(I33 − I22) sin 2φ cos2 θ
(I33 − I11) sin 2θ cosφ
(I11 − I22) sin 2θ sinφ

 (11)

where Ω is the circular orbit rate given by Kepler’s equation

Ω2 =
GMe

R3
c

(12)

Substituting the 3-2-1 Euler angle kinematic differential equations in Eq. (10)
and linearizing for small departure angles about a zero 3-2-1 Euler angle attitude
orientation the TCS equations of motion are derived.

İ11(φ̇+ Ωψ) + I11(φ̈− Ωψ̇) + (I33 − I22)(Ωψ̇ − Ω2φ) = 3Ωφ(I33 − I22)

(13a)

İ22(θ̇ + Ω) + I22θ̈ = 3Ω2θ(I33 − I11)
(13b)

I33(ψ̈ − Ωφ̇) + (I22 − I11)(Ω2ψ + Ωφ̇) = 0 (13c)

In linearized form, Eq. (13b) shows that the pitch motion of the TCS can be
decoupled from the other two Euler angle motions. This allows the pitch motion
to be controlled directly through manipulation of the inertia matrix components.
For this simulation the control variable is defined as the change in length rate
δL̇. The change in length δL is assumed to have only small variations from the
reference length Lr. Substituting Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) and using L = Lr + δL and
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L̇ = δL̇, the equations of motion can be further reduced to the form

ψ̈ +
Ω2(l21 − l22)

(l21 + l22)
ψ − 2Ωφ̇l22

(l21 + l22)
= 0 (14a)

θ̈ + kθ +
2LrΩδL̇

(L2
r + 2l21)

= 0 (14b)

φ̈− 4Ω(2l22 − L2
r)

(2l22 + L2
r)

φ+ Ω

[
ψ̇(2l22 − L2

r)
(2l22 + L2

r)
− ψ

]
= 0 (14c)

where k is a constant based on the geometry of the nominal TCS and the orbit by

k =
3Ω2(L2

r − 2l21)
(L2

r + 2l21)
(15)

As shown in Eq. (14a) and Eq. (14c), the linearized yaw and roll differential
equations are decoupled from the length change parameter δL as well as the
pitch motion θ and are consequently not driven by the change in geometry control
strategy. Without any control input (δL̇ = 0) and using the inertia criteria defined
earlier the pitch equation resembles a stable undamped spring-mass system. The
control input to asymptotically stabilize Eq. (14b) is40

u = δL̇ = C1βθ − C2βδL (16)

where C1 and C2 are constant feedback gains. The constant β is based on the
geometry of the nominal TCS and the orbit through the relationship

β =
L2
r + 2l21
2ΩLr

(17)

Natarajan and Schaub in Reference 16 stabilized the pitch motion of a two craft
free-flying system by controlling the separation distance. Through feedback on
the separation distance of the spacecraft, this control methodology required pre-
cise charge level control. Precise charge control can be challenging to achieve
because of the changing space plasma environment. The control parameter for
the TCS scenario is the change in length rate δL̇ with feedback on the pitch angle
itself and the change in length δL. A vital difference with this control technique
is that precise charge control is not required. The charge of each node of the TCS
must merely be greater than a threshold required for each tether to be in tension.
The charge can be increased above this value and held constant for the maneuver
duration without effect on the control of pitch angle. The resulting state-space
representation of the linear closed loop system response is expressed as θ̇θ̈

δL̇

 =

 0 1 0
−k −C1 C2

0 C1β −C2β

 θθ̇
δL

 (18)
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The feedback gains C1 and C2 must be chosen such that the state matrix in
Eq. (18) yields eigenvalues with negative real parts.

Positive Tension Enforcement

For a given set of initial conditions the equations of motion of the TCS are
numerically integrated and the pitch angle is controlled by changing the tether
lengths to nodes 1 and 2. It is necessary to calculate the resulting tether forces
required to maintain the desired TCS configuration and act like a rigid structure.
Desired light-weight tethers are incapable of supporting compressive loads. With
these forces known it is possible to set a desired node charge to increase the
repulsive forces between nodes and ensure all tethers are in tension. The inertial
acceleration of each node and the influence of each tether force and Coulomb
force are expressed through Newton’s equation of motion as

R̈i = − µ

R3
c

Ri +
N∑
j=1

Kij
Tij r̂ij
mi

+
N∑
j=1

kcqiqj(ri − rj)
mir3ij

e−rij/λd , i 6= j (19)

where µ = 3.986×1014 m3s−2 is the gravitational coefficient for Earth, Ri is the
inertial position of each node, ri is the position of each node relative to the CM,
N is the total number of nodes in the TCS model, kc is the Coulomb constant, and
qi are the spacecraft charges. Note that these charges do not influence the relative
motion. They simply provide internal pressure to change the tether tensions. The
unit direction vector from node i to j is r̂ij , and Tij is the tether tension acting on
node i from node j. The scalarsKij are the tether connection matrix components
which define which nodes are connected by a tether. The six node, twelve tether
model shown in Figure 8 has the connection matrix

[K] =


0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1 0

 (20)

If two corresponding nodes are not connected then there is no contributing tether
force and the zero value in [K] is used. With a TCS made up of N nodes there is
a total of N vector equations of motion shown in Eq. (19). Each of these inertial
vector equations is broken down to a set of three orthonormal (x, y, z) equations
resulting in a total of 3N equations. Let us define ai as the sum of the following
acceleration terms

ai = R̈i +
µ

R3
c

Ri −
N∑
j=1

kcqiqj(ri − rj)
mir3ij

e−rij/λd , i 6= j (21)

which can be expressed in inertial frame components for all N nodes using

[a] =
[
aT1 ,a

T
2 , · · · aTN

]T
(22)
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With a N node TCS the total number of possible tethers is

M =
N(N − 1)

2
(23)

In order to solve for each tether tension Tij , a vector is defined as

[T ] =
[
T12, T13, · · · T(N−2)N , T(N−1)N

]T (24)

The 3N ×M matrix [B] relates the tether tensions Tij to the 3N × 1 matrix [a].

[a] = [B][T ] (25)

where [B] is defined as

[B] =


K12
m1

(r̂12 · n̂x) K13
m1

(r̂13 · n̂x) · · · K(N−1)N

m1
(r̂(N−1)N · n̂x)

K12
m1

(r̂12 · n̂y)
. . .

...


(26)

where n̂i are the inertial frame unit direction vectors. Using a minimum norm
inverse, the set of tether tension with the smallest magnitudes is found:

[T ] = [B]†[a] (27)

Note that for Eq. (25) to be invertible, the TCS must contain a sufficient number
of tethers to make [B] full rank. While this equations solves for M tensions, if
Kij = 0 then this formula will also yield Tij = 0. The methodology to compute
the TCS tensions is general enough to work for concepts with a general number
of nodes. This [T ] matrix must be found subject to the inequality constraint

Tij > 0 (28)

At each simulation time step, the current minimum nodal charge required for
each of the tether forces to be in positive tension can be solved through numerical
iterations. With a given required minimal nodal charge it is possible to compute
the corresponding required voltage potential using Eq. (2) and the power require-
ments of each node is computed using Eq. (3). It is shown in Reference 10 that
the power requirements of a Coulomb controlled spacecraft are dependent on the
spacecraft charge and the space plasma environment. For this example the space-
craft is assumed to be in a sunlit environment and is being charged to a positive
potential by emitting electrons. Each spacecraft node is of spherical shape with a
diameter of 1 m.

Numerical Simulation

The following numerical simulation is performed for the modeled TCS using
the complete nonlinear equations of motion in Eq. (14) with the linear shape rate
δL̇ control in Eq. (16).
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The control parameter constants are selected based on the linearized closed
loop response. The C1 damping feedback gain value is selected taking into con-
sideration a desired system response settling time of approximately one orbit
duration (≈24 hrs). The C2 gain is introduced to drive the steady state change
in node length δL to zero. Its value is selected such that the magnitude in the
change of length is approximately equal to the pitch angle magnitude change in
degrees. The set of initial conditions shown in Table 3 are used with the TCS
model to demonstrate the performance characteristics achievable.

Table 3. Attitude initial conditions used for simulation example case

Simulation Initial Conditions Value

Change in length (m) δL(0) 0
Yaw angle (deg) ψ(0) -5
Pitch angle (deg) θ(0) -10
Roll angle (deg) φ(0) 5
Angular rate (deg/s) [ω1, ω2, ω3] 0

Figure 9 shows the resulting motion of the TCS 3-2-1 Euler angles for the
given set of initial conditions. As can be seen the initial pitch angle offset of -10◦
is controlled towards zero over the duration of approximately one orbit. The un-
controlled yaw and roll angles remain oscillatory but bounded as expected from
the linear stability analysis. In order to control the pitch angle with these system
response characteristics the required change in node length is also shown. For
the initial outer node distance of 20 meters, nodes 1 and 2 will need to increase
an additional 3.29 meters from the CM along the b̂3 body axis direction before
returning to zero. This is a realistic tether length change and could be accommo-
dated with a simple tether reel system over the duration of one orbit.

Assuming no charges on the nodes, Figure 10(a) shows the required tether
tensions needed at any time step to maintain the time varying TCS shape. Only
6 tension values are shown for the 12 tether system due to the symmetry of the
modeled TCS. The tethers connecting the inner central nodes (3,4,5, and 6) are
in compression (negative values) due to the out-of-plane relative motion trying to
compress the structure. The tethers connecting the outer radial nodes (1 and 2)
are under tension and experience slight oscillatory loads due to the reorientation
and controlled morphing of the TCS.

The next step is to calculate the node charge required that will produce a set of
positive tensions satisfying the inequality condition Tij > 0. Assuming all nodes
are charged to a common level q = qi, Figure 10(b) shows the time varying
minimum charge levels required to satisfy Tij > 0 at all times. Also shown is
the maximum charge level required of 0.164 µC. If the craft are charged to this
value or higher, indicated through the shaded region in Figure 10(b), then positive
tensions are guaranteed.

For practical purposes it would be beneficial to have all nodes charged to an
equivalent potential that remains fixed throughout the maneuver duration. It is
not necessary to have precise time-varying charge control as each node can be
set to a charge above this maximum value and in the shaded region, ensuring all
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tethers are in tension. The maximum tension in the tethers under this induced
charge is still relatively low and achievable with current tether materials.

In a sunlit GEO environment with positive spacecraft charging and with each
node having a radius of ρi = 0.5 m the voltage required is 2.95 kV with a power
usage of 42.93 mW necessary to maintain this potential. For this modeled TCS
with 6 nodes that equates to a total power of 0.26 W. What is important to note
is the required node potential of ≈ 3 kV is obtainable on orbit naturally from the
surrounding plasma environment under sunlight conditions.23, 24, 25

Conclusion
The tethered Coulomb structure concept proposed and discussed in this paper

offers promising prospects. Thin tethers form a spider-like web between charged
spacecraft components which can change the structure’s shape by simply chang-
ing the tether lengths. The resulting electrostatic repulsion provides an inflation-
ary force which maintains positive tether tension and compensates for differential
gravitational or other disturbance forces. The TCS does require operating envi-
ronments in which the Debye length is large enough to allow inter-spacecraft
Coulomb force interaction, which range from the GEO environment through to
deep space.

Compared to traditional tether systems, the TCS allows for general three-
dimensional structures to be developed without requiring particular equilibrium
orientations or spinning to maintain tension. Highly fuel efficient micro-Newton
thruster mechanisms can be used to control both the spacecraft charge and shape
control, as well as provide small inertial thrust to produce small TCS attitude con-
trol torques. The shape control is very fuel efficient, avoids any exhaust plume
impingements, and would only require Watt-levels of electrical power. With
tether reel mechanisms a large structure can easily be deployed from a compact
launch configuration. Similarly, the Coulomb force concept can be safely used
for drone deployment and soft docking formation operations from the TCS.

The TCS system modeled here illustrates how shape control can be exploited
for novel attitude control. The simulation shows that a TCS dozens of meters in
size would require charge levels comparable to what occurs naturally in GEO en-
vironment. As an advantage over similar spacecraft formation studies conducted
with free flying Coulomb craft, the TCS does not require precise charge control,
it merely needs sufficient charge to ensure tension on all tethers.

Future work will delve into the specific use of tethers which includes; materi-
als, dynamic properties and reel mechanisms and shape control. The simulation
developed here allows rapid modeling of TCS systems of any number of nodes,
size and shape to conduct future studies into potential space bound formations
and their direct application. Lab-based vehicles that incorporate Coulomb mo-
tion control are under development to commence prototyping of TCS hardware.
In summary, the proposed TCS concept is an exciting technology that may ex-
pand the possibilities of future formation flight missions.
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gravity gradients to stabilize orientation.
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(b) Hybrid TCS concept with fixed shape component
and free tethered nodes.

Figure 3. TCS Concept Illustrations.
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Figure 4. Illustration of a tethered Coulomb structure being first deployed,
and then inflated to a larger size.
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tude and Resulting Tether Tension for GEO 2-Craft TCS with 100 kg nodes
and 1µC Charge.
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Figure 8. Six node TCS model with axes definition, internal tether forces,
and node numbering.
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Figure 9. Control simulation Euler angles and change in outer node tether length.
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Figure 10. Tether forces and node charge requirements
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